WRITING TASK 2
Comment [Dave1]: good topic
Comment [Dave2]: this is not a fixed
expression in English
Comment [Dave3]: never use this
Comment [Dave4]: good grammar and
vocabulary – very accurate!
Comment [Dave5]: due to new advances in
technology
Comment [Dave6]: don’t say the same thing
twice in a sentence
Comment [Dave7]: In my opinion, though
online materials will become more popular in the
future, there will remain a place in society for
printed editions of newspapers and books.
Comment [Dave8]: introduction very clear,
very strong – definitely all band 7+ to start TA

There is a statement Many claim/argue that in the future, the consumption of printed
newspapers or books will disappear entirely, being replaced by reading online for free.
In my opinion, although the consumption of printed products editions will decrease
due to the development of new technologiesy, there will continue to be demands for
printed productsphysical copies.
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On one hand, it is true that more and moreincreasing numbers of consumers people
will choose to read online instead of buying real books or newspapers. This is because
it can save time and money. With the rising living costs nowadaysin most urban areas
nowadays, some certain low-income families cannot afford expensive printed
products. By reading online, they can save plenty of spending money, turning it into a
fund for fundamental living consumptionexpenses, such as meat and vegetablesfood,
rent, and other forms of entertainment. However, It is time saving that also really
matterssaving time is the by far greater justification for this argument. Instead of
spending time selecting books in the a bookstore, people readers can efficiently search
for them online, which means a promotion in searching efficiency. By In this way, the
saved time can be used to do other things, for instance, do taking part in exercises
and doing housework. For example, most students in China download their books for
school online for websites such as Baidu.com, saving on expenses and also giving
themselves more time for study. What’s more, it is also a result of demands for
employment. The online reading industry provides job seekers with millions of jobs,
which also boost the development of the former.

Comment [Dave10]: On the one hand, it is

On the other hand, there is still necessary for printed books and newspapers will still
be necessary in the future for health reasons. One important reason is that using

Comment [Dave9]: consumers, audiences,
readers, citizens, individuals, the general
populace, the general public (better than people
– better to be more specific)

justifiable to argue no one will read physical
publications in the future because online media
is more convenient. – you’ve got your main idea
at the end of the sentence
Comment [Dave11]: less affluent segments
of the population
Comment [Dave12]: more concise
Comment [Dave13]: relative clauses –
sometimes overly wordy and you could just use
an adverb or adjective
Comment [Dave14]: better to develop the
other idea fully – especially if you can use a
really specific example – china – real website,
real person, real country, real company
Comment [Dave15]: too many ideas – one or
two ideas and develop them fully
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printed products make note-taking convenient and comfortable, especially in the field
of education. Besides, people today who spend all their time online are less active and that
contributes to a variety of health conditions.

it is of great significance for children to

protect their eye sights. For example, we often see fromthere is recent professional
researches that concluding that children whoa child using use less fewer electronic
products tends to maintain better eye sightsbe in better physical shape and more active
generally. By In contrast, a student surfing the Internet dayspending most of the day
online on their phone or computer is more sedentary and susceptible to various
conditions ranging from diabetes and obesity to heart disease and poor eyesight. after
day may do a great harm to his eye health. Therefore, the market of printed books and
newspapers will not extinct completely.

Comment [Dave16]: one sentence of
development – weak development – could bring
your TA score down to a 6

Comment [Dave17]: it’s a myth that
computers and phones are bad for your eyes –
books are worse for your eyes
Comment [Dave18]: people today who spend
all their time online are less active and that
contributes to a variety of health conditions.
Comment [Dave19]: specific detail helps your
task achievement and vocabulary and CC a lot

On the other hand, individuals will continue to read physical materials as they encourage

Comment [Dave20]: you want this paragraph

better health. Individuals who spend time online tend to be less active. – example/more active

you agree with

to be a little longer because this is the idea that
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healthier – contrast online/obesity/heart disease – example Chinese laws about videogames –
therefore....

Comment [Dave21]: this way of planning will
help you to write more logically and specifically
and clearly

In conclusion, although reading online will become a main trend in the future due to
its benefits in terms of saving time and money saving and the promotion of
employment, it there will still be a market for printed products considering the
note-taking convenience and children healthcarehealth benefits.
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Comment [Dave22]: delete
Comment [Dave23]: ok conclusion
Comment [Dave24]: 40 minutes would be
fine – no problems with timing

Task achievement: 7 – need to work on more specific examples
Cohesion/Coherence: 6 – mistakes with linking words, strange paragraphing
Vocabulary: 7 paraphrase more and use more academic collocations
Grammar: 6/7 – a little more accurate with grammar – a little more concise
Overall: 6.5

